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Objectives: The validity of instruments measuring socioeconomic position (SEP) has been a major area of concern in research on cardiovascular health disparities. The purpose of this systematic review is to identify the current status of the methods used to measure
SEP in research on cardiovascular health disparities in Korea and to provide directions for future research.
Methods: Relevant articles were obtained through electronic database searches with manual searches of reference lists and no restriction on the date of publication. SEP indicators were categorized into compositional, contextual, composite, and life-course measures.
Results: Forty-eight studies published from 2003 to 2018 satisfied the review criteria. Studies utilizing compositional measures mainly
relied on a limited number of SEP parameters. In addition, these measures hardly addressed the time-varying and subjective features
of SEP. Finding valid contextual measures at the organizational, community, and societal levels that are appropriate to Korea’s context
remains a challenge, and these are rarely modeled simultaneously. Studies have rarely focused on composite and life-course measures.
Conclusions: Future studies should develop and utilize valid compositional and contextual measures and appraise social patterns that
vary across time, place, and culture using such measures. Studies should also consider multilevel influences, adding a focus on the interactions between different levels of intertwined SEP factors to advance the design of research. More attention should be given to
composite and life-course measures.
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Socioeconomic position (SEP) characterizes the essential aspects of a person’s socioeconomic condition and has a distinct
impact on promoting or damaging an individual’s health [1].
Recent research has shown that significant disparities exist in
the health status of populations as multiple functions of SEP
[2]. Importantly, analysis of the influence of SEP on cardiovascular health (CVH) outcomes has been a crucial topic, as cardiovascular disease (CVD) has been the dominant cause of
death worldwide for at least 50 years [3].
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Unlike self-reported conditions, which are subject to recall
bias and have inconsistent associations with SEP, CVD is arguably the condition for which there is the most evidence of SEP
gradients in morbidity and mortality, and for which the major
risk factors are large [4]. It has been reported that SEP determines individuals’ degree of access to opportunities, including
accurate health information, higher-quality health services,
and physical and social privileges, while the corresponding
disadvantages are closely related to CVH outcomes [5]. Moreover, SEP predicts an adult’s ability to cope with unmet medical needs and the financial strain arising from CVD [6]. Underpinning this, CVH disparities due to one’s SEP are more direct
compared to other diseases with strong genetic components
(e.g., sickle cell anemia) and a graded relationship between
SEP and CVH outcomes has been documented consistently
throughout the literature [4,6].
At the same time, the validity of SEP indicators has been an
ongoing challenge in research on CVH disparities [5]. The dynamics of the relationship between socioeconomic condition
and CVH depend on the context of SEP [5]. However, SEP may
operate in different ways based on the identity, experience,
and situation of each individual, making it difficult for a researcher to select an appropriate index [2]. Additionally, the
usefulness of SEP is influenced by the validity of either the
particular method or the instrument used in its measurement,
and inaccurate methods lead to misleading interpretations of
study results [7].
In Western societies, researchers have called into question
the most appropriate methods for operationalization of SEP
measures and discovered areas for improvement to better understand and address CVH disparities [5-9]. In Korea, research
has illuminated significant disparities in CVH outcomes in relation to SEP. Nevertheless, little attention has been directed toward examining SEP measures despite their widespread use.
Therefore, the purpose of this systematic review is to identify

the gaps in the literature on methodological aspects of SEP in
research on CVH disparities in Korea. First, several methods used
to measure SEP in research on CVH disparities in Korea are concisely explained, and their shortcomings are then identified in
order to provide directions for future research on CVH disparities. Of particular note, in line with the suggestion of Krieger et
al. [10], we used SEP, an aggregate concept that includes both
resource-and prestige-based measures. The term socioeconomic status was eschewed because it arbitrarily privileges status
—over material resources—as the critical determinant of SEP
[11]. In addition, this article reports SEP in greater detail, including compositional, contextual, composite, and life-course
measures, following the article of Shavers [9].

METHODS
Study Selection
A search was performed of PubMed, CINAHL, EMBASE, and
Cochrane without a limitation on publication date in order to
gain a comprehensive evaluation of the literature (as of June
2018). The search strategy included the key concepts of health
disparities, health inequity, socioeconomic factors, socioeconomic environment, and CVH. Specific search terms outlined
in Table 1 were used in the literature searches.

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
Only full-text articles published in English or Korean in peerreviewed journals were selected. Further, only studies targeting an adult population (over 19 years old) were included, given that patterns of disparities in children and adolescent may
differ from those of adults. Literature drawing upon national
comparative studies that included the Korean population was
excluded, as choosing the best variable or approach for measuring SEP depends upon its relevance to the population [9].
The searches were extended to include the components of

Table 1. Search terms in PubMed1
Concepts
Korea

Search terms
“Korea”[MeSH] or “Republic of Korea”[MeSH]

Cardiovascular “Cardiovascular Diseases”[MeSH] OR death OR mortality OR coronary OR cardiac OR heart OR cardiovascular OR “Myocardial
health
Ischemia”[MeSH] OR “Myocardial Infarction”[MeSH] OR ”Stroke”[MeSH] OR “Cerebrovascular Disorders”[MeSH] OR “Heart Failure”[MeSH]
OR “Metabolic Syndrome”[MeSH] “cardiovascular risk factor” OR “cardiovascular risk factors” OR ”Hypertension”[MeSH] OR “Blood
Pressure”[MeSH] OR ”Hyperlipidemias”[MeSH] OR “Diabetes Mellitus”[MeSH] OR “Obesity”[MeSH]
Disparities

“Socioeconomic Factors”[MeSH] OR socioeconomic OR social OR “Social Class”[MeSH] OR “Health Status Disparities”[MeSH] OR inequalit*
OR disparit* OR inequit* OR “Social Environment”[MeSH] OR “Education”[MeSH] OR “Educational Status”[MeSH] OR “Income”[MeSH] OR
”Poverty”[MeSH] OR “Occupations”[MeSH] OR “Work”[MeSH] OR “Employment”[MeSH] OR “Geography”[MeSH] OR geographic

The details of non-PubMed searches are available by request.
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Identification
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Records identified through database searching (n=1710)
- PubMed (n=518)
- CINAHL (n=494)
- EMBASE (n=620)
- Cochrane (n=78)

Screening

Records after duplicates removed (n=1410)

Eligibility

Records screened: title/abstract (n=1113)

Included

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n=48)
The reference lists of
primary studies (n=5)

By endnote records excluded (n=297)
- Review/editorial article (n=22)
- Conference proceedings (n=231)
- Systematic review/literature review (n=14)
- Study protocol (n=29)
- Meta-analysis (n=1)

Records excluded (n=1065)
- Socioeconomic disparity in cardiovascular
health was not a stated objective (n=1048)
- Not studies aimed at Korean population
(n=17)

Full-text articles excluded, with reasons (n=5)
- Not explicit markers of SEP (n=2)
- SEP used as confounders or moderators (n=1)
- Unable to obtain full text (n=2)

Studies included in quantitative synthesis (n=48)

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram for search strategy. SEP,
socioeconomic position.

cardiovascular risk factors (e.g., diabetes mellitus, hypertension, dyslipidemia, and metabolic syndrome, etc.), specific categories of CVD, and associated mortality as outcome indicators. In this paper, CVD was defined as the summation of coronary artery disease, myocardial infarction, cerebrovascular accident (strokes and transient ischemic attack), peripheral artery disease, and other heart/circulatory diseases.
Publications were omitted for the following reasons: (1) a
publication was not a research article or other usable format
for a systematic review (e.g., review articles, editorials, conference proceedings, columns, literature reviews, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and clinical case studies); (2) no definite
parameter of SEP was reported (i.e., a homogenous sample of
low-SEP or high-SEP groups was observed); (3) SEP was used
as a confounder or moderator; or (4) the article was not available.

Data Extraction
The study selection process, following the PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
guidelines, is summarized in Figure 1. A total of 1410 non-duplicate publications were obtained through the initial search.

Each article’s title, abstract, and full text were reviewed and assessed for relevance independently by 2 researchers, yielding
43 included articles. Furthermore, the articles were supplemented by manual searches through the reference lists of the
retrieved studies. In sum, a total of 48 articles were selected as
relevant.

Data Synthesis
Approaches to SEP were organized into compositional, contextual, composite, and life-course measures, and methodological issues regarding each type of measure were discussed
individually (Table 2). Herein, a compositional measure generally represents the individual-level SEP factors that influence
the positions an individual holds within the structure of a society. The contextual approach typically focuses on aggregatelevel SEP factors (the social and economic conditions in which
one lives that affect individuals) and involves multilevel analyses. Multilevel approaches combine compositional and contextual measures that each measure a different feature of SEP.
Composite measures are a combination of 2 or more different
SEP factors in a single measure (resulting in a single score) and
can be classified into 2 categories: those that measure material
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Table 2. Measurements of socioeconomic position (SEP) in Korean research on cardiovascular health disparities
Category [Ref]
Compositional
SEP measures
[12-45]

Main examples
Education, income, occupation, health
insurance

Limitations

Suggestions

Reliant on limited aspects of SEP, while depend- Use cluster analysis for socioeconomic
ing on a few parameters
classification
Employ a composite measure based on
social standing or prestige
Hardly address time-varying features of SEP due Capture the dynamic and changing features
to mostly being assessed cross-sectionally
of SEP
Largely focus on objective SEP measures
More attention on subjective SEP measures
that reflect an individual’s perception of
socioeconomic standing

Contextual SEP measures
Organizational
level [46-49]

Exposure to hazardous conditions, health
resources in the workplace, workplace
culture, physical exertion, welfare
facilities

Only employ measures that describe the
physical aspects of the working environment,
without considering social or psychological
aspects

Community
level [50-55]

Demographic, socioeconomic, behavioral, Crude proxies for the places in which people
and health characteristics of the
live their lives
community according to county- or
borough-level administrative boundaries

More rigorous analysis of geographical
differences in health (neighborhoods,
townships, and towns)

Societal level
[25,50,56]

One’s welfare status

Lack a wide range of upstream factors that affect a society’s health status

Explore various upstream contextual forces
that influence the population health
appropriate to a country’s circumstances

Multilevel
analyses
[46,48.50,55]

Combining compositional measures with
either organizational-level or
community-level measures

Rarely consider different SEP levels in the
model

Focus on interactions between different
levels of intertwined SEP factors to
advance research design

Composite SEP Material and social deprivation
measures
(Carstairs Index)
[50,52,55]

Limited statistical methods are used for analyzing area data
Reliant on an index more frequently used
in Western cultures

Use an originally developed and established
area-deprivation index for the Korean
context
Develop and test an index that can
specifically predict cardiovascular health
outcomes

Life-course SEP Early-life SEP (indexed by the adult height
measures
or parental SEP during a childhood),
[54,57-59]
changes in SEP from early life to
adulthood

Using SEP measures when their concepts can
only be captured in the sensitive period model
or social mobility model in the life-course
approach
Viewing them as competing measures that
should be examined independently

Adopt more comprehensive life-course SEP
measures related to 4 life-course models
Consider SEP measures related to 4 models
within the same analytic model

and social deprivation and those that measure social standing
or prestige. Finally, life-course measures represent SEP over
different time points across a life trajectory.

Ethics Statement
This paper is a systematic review so it did not need ethical
consideration.

RESULTS
Compositional Socioeconomic Position Measures
Thirty-four studies (71.0%) employed a compositional approach to measuring SEP. Of those 34 studies, 17 depended on
a single parameter and classified SES level according to a continuous or dichotomous distribution or standardized categori-
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Adopt a comprehensive set of work-related
factors

zation. In these studies, the principal indicators were traditional measures of education [12-18], household income [19-21],
and occupation [22,23]. Some studies specified the SES level
according to proxy measures such as type of health insurance
or health-insurance premium levels, which are determined in
proportion to one’s comprehensive living status [24-28].
Twelve studies were based on 2 or 3 of the above indicators
[29-37]. In particular, 3 studies [38-40] used a combination of
traditional measures; they stratified SEP into 3 groups using
level of education and income and evaluated their association
with metabolic syndrome and coronary heart disease risk (the
higher SEP corresponded to highest education and household
income, the lower SEP correspond to lowest education and
household income, and the remainder were framed as middle
class). Three studies [41-43] employed a wide array of SEP fac-
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tors as predictors, each of which was investigated separately
for its effect on CVH outcomes. There was a single exception
that did not conform to any of the described methods: Chung
et al. [44] calculated the interaction values of various individual SEP indicators on a multiplicative scale and determined
their roles in obesity risk.
Although SEP was measured cross-sectionally rather than
longitudinally in most studies, 1 study included the person’s
changing occupational status (employed/voluntary retirement/ involuntary job loss) among the prognostic predictors,
encompassing the time-dependent aspects of SEP [45]. Further, another study included self-rated living standard as a
subjective SEP measure [43], while stratification of SEP mainly
relied on mathematical calculations or certain standard classifications.

Societal level
Three papers (6.0%) discussed these issues from a public
health perspective, placing responsibility for achieving health
equity at the societal level and emphasizing welfare status as
a factor that reduces differences in CVH outcomes across patients [25,50,56]. In particular, studies divided the population
into those covered by National Health Insurance (NHI; i.e., the
employed and self-employed insured, along with their dependents) and Medical Aid; the former category was first arranged, then subdivided into quintiles based on income level,
while the latter was classified separately and ranked as the
bottom group. For instance, Kim et al. [56] examined the socioeconomic disparities in hospital mortality between NHI patients and Medical Aid patients according to both access to
and quality of health services, determined by inpatient quality
indicators.

Contextual Socioeconomic Position Measures
Organizational level
Four studies (8.0%) used organizational-level SEP measures,
which represent relations with the organizational environment,
such as workplace settings, that may influence health conditions. In particular, they explored the association between
physical work environment and CVH outcomes. Hwang and
Park [46] explored the occupational environment (the ratio of
healthcare providers to the number of workers, the presence
of a cafeteria in the workplace, and the presence of a resting
area in the workplace), exposure to hazardous conditions
(chemical hazard exposure, noise exposure), and the presence
of healthcare monitoring managed by an occupational health
nurse; Kim et al. [47], Yoon et al. [48], and Jang et al. [49] included regular working time, duration of strenuous activity
during regular work, and shift work as measures of SEP.
Community level
Six studies (12.5%) explored within-country variations in
morbidity and mortality of CVD with associated community
characteristics at the district level to explain geographical disparities [50-55]. The variables that represented different factors influencing disparities included demographic, socioeconomic, health, and behavioral characteristics of the community. In these studies, the gun and gu units, which correspond to
county-level or borough-level administrative regions, respectively, were used as geographical units to provide coverage
across smaller areas in Korea.

Multilevel analyses
Four studies (8.0%) conducted multi-level model analyses,
taking into account the hierarchical structure of the data to estimate the effect of related factors at different levels. One
study by Hwang and Park [46] investigated individual and organizational levels of CVD risk factors associated with CVD risk
in Korean blue-collar workers. Individual factors included type
of occupation and socio-demographic factors, and organizational factors included a hazardous environment and job
strain, all of which have a potentially negative influence on
CVH. Similarly, Yoon et al. [48] explored the influence of the
combination of type of work and working hours on the prevalence of obesity among the female working population. In addition, Cho et al. [50] and Shin et al. [55] explored the combined impact of individual household income and neighborhood deprivation level on all-cause mortality in patients with
newly diagnosed hypertension and dyslipidemia.
Composite measures
Three studies (6.0%) adopted a composite SEP measure that
measured material and social deprivation. For instance, previous studies examined the effect of neighborhood-level deprivation on all-cause mortality in patients with newly diagnosed
hypertension [50], dyslipidemia [55], and outcomes from outof-hospital cardiac arrest [52]. In these studies, area deprivation indices based on the Carstairs Index were calculated for
each of the districts across the country. This index is based on
four variables: residents in households headed by unskilled
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workers, unemployed males, residents in overcrowded households, and residents without a car.
Life-course measures
Four studies (8.0%) adopted life-course SEP measures. Two
studies adopted adult height as a proxy for early-life SEP factors and explored its relationship with morbidity or mortality
from cerebrovascular disease [54,57]. Choi et al. [58] adopted
parental education level and job status during childhood as
early-life factors that predispose individuals to metabolic syndrome in later life. Ko and Kim [59] examined changes in SEP
from early life to adulthood (stable high, improving, declining,
and stable low) and how they influenced later blood pressure
results.

DISCUSSION
This systematic review yielded 48 studies on the topic of
CVH disparities, and approaches to SEP were organized into
compositional, contextual, composite, and life-course SEP
measures. Most studies adopted a compositional approach to
measuring SEP. However, these methods pose limitations for
properly quantifying SEP.
First, most studies evaluated limited aspects of SEP, depending on a small number of parameters. Growing evidence suggests that multiple factors of SEP are interrelated and cannot
affect health in an independent manner [11,60]. Importantly,
Khang and Kim [43] highlighted the need to gauge the complexity of SEP by employing a wide range of indicators to illuminate the risk of disparity in socioeconomically vulnerable
groups in Korean society. As an analytic solution, cluster analysis for socioeconomic classification or a composite measure of
social class provides a meaningful interpretation of the multidimensional concept of SEP by including various SEP factors
that consider health status in the model [8,61,62]. Some studies have recommended using a synergy index, which detects
interactive effects that explain the impact of SEP factors on
health outcomes [63]. As of yet, only one study [44] in this review calculated the interaction values of various SEP indicators.
Second, the majority of the studies measured SEP cross-sectionally, rather than over time. SEP is not static, and it may be
more or less applicable at different time points in different
contexts [11]. For example, occupational measures cannot be
readily applied to people who are not currently employed [2].
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Traditional measures of income at one point in time may fail
to capture information about income fluctuation [2]; as an alternative, lifetime earning capacity has been suggested. However, a consensus has not yet been reached on building processes or improving calculations of these measures in the cardiovascular research field. Thus, studies need to validate the
reliability and feasibility of commonly used measures to capture the dynamic and actual impact of SEP on CVH.
Third, studies were constrained by objective SEP measures.
SEP encompasses subjective perceptions of social class and
social status, and has been identified as a robust predictor of
physical health in many societies [64]; therefore, subjective
SEP is another option to consider. For example, Allen et al. [65]
examined subjective SEP (i.e., the individual’s perception of
their own position in the social hierarchy), and found that subjective SEP was an independent predictor of 10-year CVD risk
and lower subjective SEP was associated with higher CVD risk.
Beyond compositional measures, studies focused on aggregate SEP measures. Five studies analyzed in this review demonstrated that the socioeconomic causes of CVH disparities
can encompass organizational-level SEP factors, such as one’s
working conditions. In Korea, there have been pervasive workrelated injustices based on hierarchies of occupations across
industrial sectors [66]. In particular, vulnerable workers such as
informal, contract, and manual workers have been repetitively
exposed to occupational hazards in numerous social, physical,
and psychological aspects [66,67]. However, the included
studies utilized only physical aspects as measures of disparity
among these groups, such as hazardous work environments.
Five studies adopted community-level SEP factors, such as
significant area characteristics, and analyzed the data by
county or borough boundaries. From a methodological standpoint, the validity of such area-based measures is dependent
on whether the geographical units are meaningful [9]. Western research on disparities has underscored the efficacy of using of smaller geographical units to explain geographical disparities [68]. For example, the relevant area to provide insights
into a population’s health status may be the block group or
census block in which a person resides [68,69]. However, comparable research in Korea is scarce, as none of the reviewed
studies stratified the data into smaller administrative units
such as neighborhoods, townships, or towns. Though analyses
based on such routinely encountered settings have limited
relevance to policy, they can have direct implications for improvements in the quality, equity, and efficiency of healthcare
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resource allocation [70].
Three studies included welfare status as a societal-level SEP
parameter contributing to CVH disparities. Welfare status and
its redistributive policies are among the “upstream” factors that
most strongly affect health [2]. Particularly in Korea, the limited
benefit coverage in the Medical Aid system considers all work
as a barrier to healthcare utilization, widening the health gap
between NHI recipients and Medical Aid recipients [71]. However, societal-level measures are not fully understood through
the findings of this review; they can be broadly defined as including all upstream factors that generate, configure, and maintain social hierarchies of health such as social and public policies, laws, or systems of care [2]. Indeed, these factors were put
forward as a guiding framework for action in eliminating CVH
disparities [72]. In Korea, policies for CVD prevention [73],
changes in laws regarding health insurance [74], and the cost
of medical care [74] may further constitute broader-level factors that influence a population’s CVH status in society.
Only four studies adopted multi-level models to illustrate
the combined contribution of different levels of SEP to CVH.
Increased attention is being paid to multilevel analyses due to
the limitations of traditional SEP measures and the belief that
the context in which one lives is as critical an influence as individual SEP factors [9]. These results highlight important theoretical arguments, which emphasize that interactions among
several socioeconomic domains at the individual, organizational, community, and societal levels affect health outcomes
in an individual’s life [75,76]. Indeed, several lines of research
have proposed that multiple socioeconomic levels may be
synergistically predictive of CVH outcomes [77,78].
Three studies included in this review employed the area-deprivation index, and overwhelmingly used the Carstairs Index
[79]. This contrasts with Western studies, in which researchers
have developed and adopted a wide range of indices such as
the Index of Multiple Deprivation [80], the Townsend Material
Deprivation Score [81], and the Underprivileged Area Score
[82]; these can be considered for future analyses in Korea.
However, the area-deprivation index may be valid in one
country but irrelevant in another, as it is influenced by country-specific geographical characteristics [83]. Thus, using an
index that is originally developed and established for the Korean context is warranted, and researchers should further develop and test such an index to specifically predict CVH outcomes for area-wide planning.
Lastly, 4 studies measured early-life SEP or changes in SEP

across the lifespan and examined how they became embodied
to affect CVH outcomes in later life. The concept of these measures can be explained by the sensitive period model and social mobility model in the life-course approach [84]. However,
the life-course model offers a more comprehensive measure
of a particular SEP variable’s effects over time [9]. For instance,
the pathway hypothesis highlights the enduring and subsequent impact of SEP trajectories on health [84]. The accumulation hypothesis emphasizes the accumulated effects of social
and economic (dis)advantages of SEP on health [84]. Meanwhile, cardiovascular studies that employed life-course SEP
measures utilized several investigator-created SEP measures
related to 4 life-course models and considered their effects simultaneously within the same analytic model [85,86]. However, these models are uncommon in statistical analyses in Korea,
partly due to a lack of survey data infrastructure on time-variant factors in the secondary data, and because most studies
are based on cross-sectional designs, which do not take changing circumstances across the life course into account.

Limitations
Our results may have been affected by several limitations.
First, the disparity outcome was limited to CVH outcomes, so
the scope of this review is limited. In particular, the diversity of
the actual use of SEP in Korea in association with other contexts could be easily underestimated. For instance, an area-deprivation index appropriate to the Korean context has been
developed in correlation with the total mortality rate (including mortality from CVD) and has been used to explore the relationship of deprivation with the total mortality rate [83,87]
so that the volume of research in this field may have been deemphasized.
Second, the methodological issues regarding SEP measures
could not be analyzed in terms of structural stratifiers linked to
SEP (e.g., gender and age), as none of the literature reviewed
here employed differentiated SEP measures that stratified
subgroups by such factors. Efforts to do so are warranted in
future research, as many commonly used compositional and
contextual SEP measures are limited in terms of their usefulness when examining the effect of SEP on outcomes in analyses of data that include gender and age subgroups. Particularly for women, household income may not be a useful indicator, especially in the context of gender divisions in labor and
power within a household [2]. Problems may also exist in the
use of the standard occupational classification system that is
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commonly validated among working men [2]. Furthermore,
the meaning of “neighborhood” is heterogeneous and may
not be the most relevant for all ages; for example, adults
spend many of their waking hours at their workplace [6].

CONCLUSION
The current study reviewed the various SEP measures utilized in CVH disparity research in Korea and discussed the salient considerations of each measure. This paper concludes
with the following implications. First, there is a need to systemically discuss ways to properly quantify compositional SEP
measures of CVH disparities. Second, contextual SEP measures
should be validated in the Korean context; this will require
that studies focus on a comprehensive set of work-related factors associated with CVH status; the use of different units for
exploring why place matters for CVH, including neighborhoods, townships, and towns; and a wider range of upstream
determinants that can affect CVH status on the societal level.
Third, models should simultaneously consider different SEP
levels. Fourth, more efforts are warranted to develop a number of reliable, novel composite indices to measure area characteristics specific to Korea’s circumstances. Lastly, improved
data infrastructure should be ensured to enable life-course
SEP measures.
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